


the Frappe that started it all
Our founder Michael Rubin created the Original 
Cappuccine Frappe mix in 1991. Not satisfied with 
cold beverages served in coffeehouses, Michael saw 
untapped market potential for a super premium, 
powdered frappe mix for blenders. His motivation 
then, as it is now, was to capture the bold 
coffeehouse flavors of authentic mochas and 
lattes in a refreshing blended beverage. 
And the rest is history.

Today, these irresistible drinks could not be 
more popular and Cappuccine is leading the 
way with innovative flavor discoveries and an 
uncompromising passion for quality.

operationally Simple
The Original Cappuccine Frappe is the 
perfect solution for any busy specialty 
beverage environment. Extremely simple 
to make, our famous powdered frappe 
mix can be used to prepare frozen, over 
ice or hot beverages and is unmatched 
for flexibility, efficiency and taste.

Internationally 
experienced      
We are international experts with over 20 
years experience in exporting to over 40 
countries. Cappuccine is proudly served 
in many of the top cafes, coffeehouses, 
restaurant and hotels in the US and 
around the world. We believe that quality 
and flavor spans all languages.

financially 
Rewarding
Let us show you how to benefit from the 
fastest growing, most popular beverage 
category worldwide. With free samples, 
free promotional materials, expert 
support and $2.50 - $3.50 profit per drink 
sold, it’s easy to see how a Cappuccine 
beverage program can immediately 
contribute to your business success.

Our versatile mixes can be 
used to make frozen, over ice 

and hot beverages.
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with coffee
Caramel Latte •
Sip into this rich, creamy favorite. Sweet 
caramel flavor with a hint of coffee.

Coconut Mocha ••
Escape to the flavor of fresh coconut paired 
with premium chocolate!

Double Espresso ••
Bold is beautiful when the flavor of a double 
shot of fresh espresso meets sweet cream!

Double Fudge Mocha ••
Enjoy the rich flavor of sweet fudge 
complemented with coffee.

Extreme Toffee Coffee  Winner •
Go for extreme flavor with pieces of sweet, 
buttery toffee paired with a hint of chocolate 
and mountain grown coffee. One of our 
top sellers!

Frosted Latte  Winner •
Savor this sweet and creamy, silky smooth latte 
classic with perfect coffee balance.

Java Chip •••
Dive into bold Arabica coffee, rich chocolate and 
real semi-sweet chocolate chips!

Kona Mocha ••
Discover pure decadence with premium 
chocolate and exotic coffee.

Latte Frappe •
Experience the bold flavor of real Colombian 
Supremo coffee.

Mocha Frappe •
Try this dark, bold, European inspired mocha.

Mocha Glacier  Winner •
The world’s finest cocoa meets the finest 
mountain grown Arabica coffee.

Vanilla Latte •
Experience the taste of pure vanilla and 
Colombian coffee in this coffeehouse favorite.

coffee & tea free
Chocolate Decadence ••
Indulge your tastebuds with this ultimate 
coffee-free chocolate fix! Ideal as a base for 
making unique chocolate beverages.

Cinnamon Bun •
Capture the flavor and aroma of a fresh baked 
cinnamon bun with this enticing creamy 
cinnamon treat. Try adding espresso to make 
an amazing hot Cinnamon Bun Latte.

Coconut Cream ••
Experience sweet creamy  perfection with 
delicious  bits of real island coconut.

Cookies & Cream •
Sweet cream with tons of real chocolate 
cookie crumble!

Dark Chocolate Chip  ••
It’s getting dark! Venture into this deep, rich 
dark chocolate dream. Real semi-sweet 
chocolate chips are an added delight.

Lemon Velvet™  Winner ••
For anyone who loves rich velvety lemon cake, 
this sweet decadent beverage will be their 
newest favorite.

Mexican Spiced Cocoa ••••
Add a little latin flavor with the indulgent blend 
of dark chocolate, cinnamon, vanilla and a hint 
of almond! Enjoy as a cocoa or blend with ice 
for an unforgettable frappe.

Mint Chip •
Refreshing mint with real semi-sweet 
chocolate chips!

No Sugar Added Vanilla ••
Enjoy the rich indulgent flavor of real 
Madagascar vanilla on its own or as a base  
for any creation.

Pistachio ••
Only Cappuccine can capture the rich, 
authentic taste of a pistachio nut in a 
refreshing frappe.

Red Velvet®  Winner ••
Velvety, smooth cake batter with rich cocoa  
and a luscious red color is sweet temptation 
in a cup.

Tart Culture Smoothie™  
Winner•••
Wonderfully tangy just like your 
favorite tart frozen yogurt…but 
no spoon necessary. Serve this 
delicious yogurt-inspired smoothie on its own 
or as a base for your own creation. Refreshing, 
fat free and contains probiotics! 

Vanilla Express •
Savor the distinctive flavor and aroma of real 
vanilla. Ideal as a base for espresso drinks.

Vanilla Smoothie Mix •
Start with this remarkably rich and creamy 
base and add fresh fruit or juice for the 
perfect smoothie.

White Chocolate Symphony ••
Smooth, gourmet white chocolate makes this 
the perfect coffee-free sweet reward! Great on 
its own or ideal as a base.

with tea
Classic Spiced Chai Latte New  ••
Savor the flavor of chai tea as it was first 
introduced to America. We’ve recreated it 
and brought it back with seven comforting 
spices - ginger, cardamom, star anise, cloves, 
cinnamon, honey and madagascar vanilla. 

Indian Chai Latte
Savor this black tea latte spiced up with 
cardamom, ginger, cloves, Indian spices and 
sweet honey!

Matcha Green Tea Latte •••
Genuine Japanese matcha green tea is the key 
to tea latte bliss.

Spiced Chai Latte ••
Explore our western interpretation of the 
centuries old chai spice tradition.

Vanilla Chai Latte ••
Enjoy the perfect balance of classic chai spices 
and sweet vanilla!
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All flavors contain 0 grams of trans fats per serving
Product manufactured in a facility that also handles egg, wheat and peanut.

• No Hydrogenated Oils

• Lactose Free
• Fat Free

• Gluten Free



Cappuccine, Inc.

375 Klug Circle 
Corona, CA 92880

(951) 880-9200  office 
(800) 511-3127  toll free US & Canada 
(951) 880-9239  fax

cappuccine.net

product specifications

Made in the USA
REV 04/16
Item # 0000

Case Pack: 5 x 3 lb bags NET CASE WT : 15 lb
   GROSS WT :  16.5 lb
   CASE DIMENSIONS :  11 ³/8   x  7 ³/8   x  10

Pallet: 80 Cases 20 CASES PER TIER  / 4 TIERS* 
   GROSS WT : 1320 lb**

   PALLET DIMENSIONS :  40   x  48   x  47

* Free shipping applies to pallets of 80 cases
**  Does not include weight of individual pallet
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